- Five minute from where I live
- Close to
- In the town centre
- Opposite / next to / near…
4. Description of the place:
- It has got…
- It looks / seems / appears to be…
- It is a bit / quite / very…
5. Useful expressions such as…
- It is famous for…
- The most interesting thing about it is…
- I would definitely recommend a visit.
- What I like about… is…
6. Linkers of addition:
Also, moreover, in addition, furthermore…
7. Linkers of contrast:
But, although, despite / in spite of, however…
EXAMPLE (SUBJECTIVE DESCRIPTION)
I walk around my town and I stop when I see the church. It is tiny and old with a chipped wall and a very noisy bell. I
remember going there every Sunday morning with my grandmother.
As I go pass the church I get to the main square where some old men, who have lived in the town all their lives, are
sitting on a bench just looking at nothing. There, eight trees very old too stand as home for many birds. When I was a little
girl, I used to spend every summer afternoon looking at them, listening to their warbling.
In the middle of the square, a tiny fountain made of stone serves to refresh oneself when the weather is as warm as
every summer is.
Round a corner, you can see my grandparents’ house with its big, wooden door and its big, wooden windows.
I stand at the door for three seconds, take a deep breath, and walk into.
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